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???????????????? y(r)?????????????????? y(r)? r
??????????????????????? g(r)????????????XSPT




























???????? c(r)??????? OZ ????????????????????
?????? g(r) ??????????
3D-RISM????? Kovalenko-Hirata (KH) ???????KH??? PY?? (?






















? g(r) ????????????? g(r) ????????????g(r) ???????
?????????????????????? (??????)???????????
???????????????? k ?????g^(k) ???????????????
???? c^(k) ????????????? c^(k) ??????????????????




















?????? [40])???????? N ??????????????????????
??????
r1; r2;    ; rN???????????????VN(r1;    ; rN)????????????




















m ???????h ????????kB ?????????T ?????? ????
?????????






















PV = kT ln  ; F =  kBT lnZN (2.4)
???????David Chandler?????????? 3.7? [41]????????? ?






































P2i + VN(rN) ; VN(rN) =
X
i<j
uij +  (2.7)





































































  lnN + 1

(2.10)
???????????????? ideal ? id ?????????
id =  kBT @
@N











=  ? ???? hp
2mkBT
= ?????????????excess ???ex =   id
















????? ??? F ex????????????? ON ?????????????
????? gh?????????
gh = F



















exp ( ) exp  VN(rN) drNR
exp [ VN(rN)] drN (2.16)
= < exp ( ) >
????<>?????N ?? (????)?????????????????????
??????????
gh =  kBT ln < exp ( ) > (2.17)
??????? (???????)??????1? 0??????< e  >???
(cavity)???????????????? ?
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2.1.1.1 Scaled Particle Theory (SPT)
??????????????????????????????????????




SPT?????????????? G(r) ?????????????????  ?
??????SPT???? r ?????????????????????????
spherical cavity (????) ???????? r ????????? (???) ?????
?? G(r) ????????????????????????????????  ?
??????????? G(r) ?????????? g(r)??????????????
????
G() = g() (2.18)
????? G(r) ?????????????? 2????????? g(r) ??????
????????????????????????Reiss ?????????????
??????? (2.18)????G(r) ???????????????????????






????? cavity (??) ??????????????? 2??????? cavity ??
???????? (???????????????????????)??????
SPT ??????????????????? v,?? rv(= v2 ) ?????????
??????? s,?? (rs = s2 ) ????????????????????????





???????????????????? P ? rs ????????????????
??????????????????????








PY ????????? W (rs) ??????? :




















???  = 
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P ???????????????????????????????? P ????
???????????????Ksr2s ??????????????????????





















2.1.1.2 ?? Scaled Particle Theory (XSPT)
??????????????????????? [28]??????????????
???? (W )???????????????????????XSPT [32,33,46{50] ?
?????????? [51{60]?



























































W = A+B +
1
2
C + PVcore (2.29)


























??? Vcore????????? P ???????? [61]?????????????
??????W ?????????fundamental measure theory (FMT) [62, 63]???
??????????? XSPT??????????????????XSPT-F???
?????????XSPT???? W ??C2???????????????M(??
???????? 2??????) ? FMT??? C2???????????????
??????????????????? XSPT ??C2 ???????? XSPT-O ?
???????????XSF11????????? XSPT-O ? XSPT-F ?C2????
?????????



























??? XSPT-F? 2007????????????? [64]?????????????
XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????????????C2?????XSPT-O?XSPT-F?




?????????? (2.25) ????????? 1?????????????????
??????????? (2.26)? c1?,? (2.27)? c2;XSPT ?????????????
??c1???????????? (???????????)?????c2;XSPT ????



















Ra = ra+ rv; Dab = dab (2.34)
??? a ? b ?????????????R ???????D ????????ra ? rv
????????????? a ?????????dab ??? a ??? b ???????
??  ?????????????????
2???????????????????????V c()????????6.2????

























































???? ( = N=V )?????? r????????????????g(r)??? 1?
?????????????????????????????
???? y(r)? g(r)????????????
 kBT ln y(r) =  kBT lng(r)  u(r)
??? kBT lng(r)???? 2??????????????? (??????????
??)????u(r)?????????????? kBT lny(r)???????????
?????????????????????????????? (2)????????
?? < r < 1:5? 2 < r < 2:5??? 2?????? (???)?????????
??
2?????????? u(r) ?????????? g(r) ???????? g(r) ??
????? (??????)????????????????? (? (2.1),(2.3))???
?????????????????????????????????expf u(rij)g
??






(1 + fij) (2.36)
?????????????f(rij)  fij ?
f(rij) = expf u(rij)g   1 (2.37)
?????????? f????????Y
i<j


















 ??????????????? root point ????? ?????? eld point





?????2?? root point ???????????????????? (nodal point)
??? (bridge point ????)?? 3 ???????(b) ????? 3?(c) ????? 4
???????
? 4: ???????
? 4 ? (d)????? 3?????????????? 2 ?????????????
(5,6,7 ?????) ?? ????????????? 4??????? (articulation
point) ????????? 4 ? (d)???? 4????????
???? 1?????????? 1???????????? chain ???????
(b),(c) ??????????1 ?? 2 ?????????????????????
? (????????????)? bundle ??????? (e)? 3??????????
??????? chain ?? bundle ???????? f12 ????????????? 1
?? 2 ??????????????? bridge function(elementary graph) ?????
?????????????? (f)????????????????????????
3?????
?????????????????Theory of Simple Liquids?5.1????????
??? [2]?????h(r)  g(r)  1 ??articulation point ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????
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h(r12)= + + + + + + +
+ + + + + +O(3)
????(????????? ?????????????????? (S) ?????
??????????????????????? (h(r)  g(r)  1)??
y(r12)  1 = [f12?????????????????????] (2.39)
????????????????????????
y(r12)  1= + + + + + +O(3)
?????
??????????????????????????????????? (direct
correlation function) c(r) ??????
c(r12) = [?????????????????????] (2.40)
c(r12)= + + + + + + + + +O(
3)
(???????? h(r12)????????????????)
ln y = h(r)  c(r) + b(r)?? ln y(r)????????
ln y(r12)= + + + + +O(
3)
???????????????bridge function ? f bond ?????????????
??????????????????????????? (2.49) ?
b(r) = 0 (2.41)
???????hypernetted chain(HNC) ???????????
c(r12) = h(r12)  lnf1 + h(r12)g   u(r12) (2.42)
? (2.42) ? HNC??????
????? (2.42) ???????
g(r12) = expf u(r12)g expfh(r12)  c(r12)g (2.43)
???????? 2???????????? 1????????????????
) c(r12) = f(r12)y(r12) (2.44)


















h^ = c^+ c^h^










g(r) = exp( u(r))y(r) (2.48)
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??? u(r)? 2????????????????????????w(r)??????





w(r) =  h(r) + c(r)  b(r) (2.49)
??????????OZ???? 3?????????? k????????????
????????????????????







1  c^(k) ; t(r) = h(r)  c(r) (2.52)




h(r)  c(r) = ln y(r); (2.53)
HNC???? g(r)??? h(r)  c(r)????????????? type2???????
?? g(r)???? (2.53)???? y(r)??????????? (2.48)????????
type1?????????? (2.53)?????? h(r) = t(r) + c(r) ????????
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w(r)  1 (r < )
w(r) + exp( w(r))  1 ( < r < r0)
0 (r > r0)
(2.54)












? 5: ?????????????????W (r)???????????????
??????????W (r)????? y(r)????????????
w(r) =  kBT ln y(r) = W (r) W (1); (2.55)
W (1) = 2W (0): (2.56)
??????,
y(r) = g(r) (r > ): (2.57)
????????????????????????????????????????
????? r??????????????????? r > r0?????? c(r)???
??????? PY?????? c(r)??????????????????????
??? r????? (r < r0)??????????????????????HNC??
??????????????????????????????? h^(k)??????



















0  0.5 1  1.5 2r
=0.275
? 6:  = 0:526( = 0:275)?  = 0:693( = 0:363)?? w(r)
???????? 0:275?? w(r)????????? 0:363?? w(r)??????
?????? 0:363???????? (????? 1.375A?????)??????2?
??????? w(r)????????????? r? 1:6????????????
r????? ????????????? r? 1????????? 1???2???
???????? ??????r? 2??????????????????????






????????? (XSPT-O+XSPT-F)/2 ????????????? C2?????
XSF11????????????????????????????????????
?????????XSF11???????????????????

















? 7:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
???????????? c(r)??????XSPT??????????? y(r)???




?????? 0  r  2????XSPT?? 2??????????????????
??????????????? 0  r  2(???? 0  r  2)??????????
???????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???? 2.1.1.2???? C2??????????
???????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???????????????????????






















? 8:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
????? 0:275?????? y(r)?????????????XSPT-O? y(r)????
??????XSPT-F? y(r)??????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???????
???? y(r)????+???????????????? ????????? y(r)?
???y(r)? 0 < r < 2?????????????
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XSPT-O,XSPT-F??????? y()
















? 9:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y()



























? 10:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
???????????? c(r)??????XSPT??????????? y(r)???
??????????????? r > (???? r > 1)???? y(r) = g(r)????
???????????????????????? g(r)???+?????XSPT??
?????? 0  r  2????XSPT?? 2??????????????????
?????????????????????????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F?
??? 2.1.1.2???? C2?????????????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F?
?????????????????????????????????1 < r < 1:5?
????? 6????1:5 < r < 1:7 ????? 8????????
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XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????? y(r)????






















? 11:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
????? 0:363?????? y(r)?????????????XSPT-O? y(r)????
??????XSPT-F? y(r)??????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???????
???? y(r)????+???????????????? ????????? y(r)?
???
y(r)? 0 < r < 2?????????????
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XSPT-O,XSPT-F??????? y()





















? 12:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y()



























? 13:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
???????????? c(r)??????XSPT??????????? y(r)???
??????????????? r > (???? r > 1)???? y(r) = g(r)??????
?????????????????????? g(r)???+?????XSPT-O??
?????? 0  r  2????XSPT?? 2??????????????????
?????????????????????????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F?
??? 2.1.1.2???? C2?????????????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F?
?????????????????????????????????1 < r < 1:5?
????? 9????1:5 < r < 1:7 ????? 24????????
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XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????? y(r)????





















? 14:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
????? 0:419?????? y(r)?????????????XSPT-O? y(r)????
??????XSPT-F? y(r)??????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???????
???? y(r)????+???????????????? ????????? y(r)?
???
y(r)? 0 < r < 2?????????????
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XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????? y()


















? 15:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y()





























? 16:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
???????????? c(r)??????XSPT??????????? y(r)???
??????????????? r > (???? r > 1)???? y(r) = g(r)????
???????????????????????? g(r)???+?????XSPT-O?
??????? 0  r  2????XSPT?? 2?????????????????
???????????????????????????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F
???? 2.1.1.2???? C2?????????????????XSPT-O? XSPT-F
??????????????????????????????????1 < r < 1:5
?????? 16????1:5 < r < 1:7 ????? 67????????
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XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????? y(r)????




























? 17:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y(r)
????? 0:471?????? y(r)?????????????XSPT-O? y(r)????
??????XSPT-F? y(r)??????????XSPT-O?XSPT-F???????
???? y(r)????+???????????????? ????????? y(r)?
???
y(r)??0 < r < 2?????????????
33
XSPT-O?XSPT-F??????? y()
























? 18:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPT-O,XSPT-F??? y()
























? 19:  = 0:526( = 0:275)?  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH??? c(r)
??????????? 0.275?? c(r)??????????????? 0:363?? c(r)
??????? 0.02? 0 < r < 200???????????? r0 ?  = 0:275???
r0 = 1:34???? = 0:363??? r0 = 1:24?????r > r0??? c(r) = 0?????
??????????????c(r)?????? r? 1?????? 1????????
??????????????????????????????? 2????????
?? u(r)??????????????????r = 1:0?? c(r)??????????
????????? 0??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
c(r) = f(r)????????f(r) =  1 (r < 1)?f(r) = 0(r > 1)????r = 1???
















? 20:  = 0:526( = 0:275)?  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH??? c^(k)
????? 0:275?? c^(k)????????? 0:363?? c^(k)????????????
? c^(k)?? 19?? c(r)? 3?????????????????k = 0???????
???????? c(k) = 0 ???????????
?????????????FFTW??????????????????? c(r)??


















? 21:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
???????????????  = 0:275??XSPT????? c(r)????????
??????? 0:275??XSF11??? c(r)???????? 0.02? 0 < r < 200??
?????????? r0?XSPTH???? r0 = 1:34????XSF11???? r0 = 1:46
?????r > r??? c(r) = 0?????
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XSPTH???XSF11???????? c(r)???















? 22:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
???????????????  = 0:363??XSPT????? c(r)????????
???????  = 0:363??XSF11??? c(r)??????? 0.02? 0 < r < 200??
?????????? r0?XSPTH???? r0 = 1:24????XSF11???? r0 = 1:36
?????r > r0??? c(r) = 0?????
38
XSPTH???XSF11???????? c(r)???


















? 23:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
???????????????  = 0:419??XSPT????? c(r)????????
???????  = 0:419??XSF11??? c(r)??????? 0.02? 0 < r < 200??
?????????? r0?XSPTH???? r0 = 1:18????XSF11???? r0 = 1:30
?????r > r0??? c(r) = 0?????
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XSPTH???XSF11???????? c(r)???




















? 24:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
???????????????  = 0:471??XSPT????? c(r)????????
???????  = 0:471??XSF11??? c(r)??????? 0.02? 0 < r < 200??
?????????? r0?XSPTH???? r0 = 1:14????XSF11???? r0 = 1:24

























? 25:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
??????????????? 0:363??XSPTH????? c(r)?????????
?????? 0:363??XSF11??? c(r)?????????????????? 0:367
??????????? [68]???? 0.02? 0 < r < 200???????????? r0






























? 26:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
??????????????? 0:419??XSPTH????? c(r)?????????
?????? 0:419??XSF11??? c(r)?????????????????? 0:419
??????????? [68]???? 0.02? 0 < r < 200???????????? r0



























? 27:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? c(r)
??????????????? 0:471??XSPTH????? c(r)?????????
?????? 0:471??XSF11??? c(r)?????????????????? 0:471
??????????? [68]???? 0.02? 0 < r < 200???????????? r0
?XSPTH???? r0 = 1:24????XSF11???? r0 = 1:36 ?????r0 < r???
c(r) = 0?????
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3.4 c(r) ?3?????????? c^(k) ???????????
3.4.1 ????? h^(k) ?????
???????? h^(k)















? 28:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? h^(k)
????? = 0:275??????????????? h^(k)??????????XSPTH
??? h^(k)???????XSF11??? h^(k)????h^(k)????????????
? c^(k)??Ornstein-Zernike ????????????c^(k)??????c^(k)????
????????? h^(k)???????h^(k)??? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416??
????
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? 29:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? h^(k)
????? = 0:363??????????????? h^(k)??????????XSPTH
??? h^(k)???????XSF11??? h^(k)????h^(k)????????????
? c^(k)??Ornstein-Zernike ????????????c^(k)??????c^(k)????
????????? h^(k)???????h^(k)??? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416??
????
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3.4.2 ?????? g(r) ??????????
? ?XSPTH???XSF11?????????















? 30:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:275???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????????
? ???????? (MC)???????????? g(r)??????MC?????
???????? (2007?????? [64]) ?????? (??? 256,????? 600000
?)?
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
????? [69]?g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:46????
46
XSPT???XSF11?????? g(r)?













? 31:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
?????  = 0:275???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH
??????XSF11????????????? ?????????????????
????
?????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:46????
47
XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?














? 32:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????




















? 33:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11????????? g()





















? 34:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:363???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????????
? ???????????????????? g(r)??????MC????????
????? (2007?????? [64]) ?????? (??? 256,????? 600000?)?
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:24????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:36????
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XSPT???XSF11?????? g(r)?
















? 35:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
?????  = 0:363???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH
??????XSF11???????????????????????????????
????????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:24
????XSF11?? r0 = 1:36????
51
XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?
















? 36:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????


















? 37:  = 0:693( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
























? 38:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:419???????? g(r)????????????XSPTH???
g(r)???????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????
????????????????????????? g(r)??????MC?????
???????? (2007?????? [64]) ?????? (??? 256,????? 600000
?)?
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:18?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:30????
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XSPT???XSF11?????? g(r)?

















? 39:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
?????  = 0:419???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH
??????XSF11???????????????????????????????
????????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:18
????XSF11?? r0 = 1:30????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?













? 40:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????




























? 41:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11????????? g()


























? 42:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:471???????? g(r)????????????XSPTH???
g(r)???????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????
????????????????????????? g(r)??????MC?????
???????? (2007?????? [64]) ?????? (??? 256,????? 600000
?)?
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
??????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:14??
??XSF11?? r0 = 1:24????
58
XSPT???XSF11?????? g(r)?



















? 43:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
?????  = 0:471???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH
??????XSF11???????????????????????????????
????????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:14
????XSF11?? r0 = 1:24????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?
















? 44:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????



























? 45:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11????????? g()





























PYNACR c(k) ? 3??????????????????? c(r)???????



















? 46: ?????  = 0:275?? PY????????????????? g(r)
?????  = 0:275????????????? g(r)??????PYin????PYAR
??????????? ?????????????+????
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? 47: ?????  = 0:363?? PY????????????????? g(r)










 0.9  1








? 48: ?????  = 0:275?? PY?????????????? g(r)
?????  = 0:275????????????? g(r)?PYAR????PYAK ????
PYAK ??????PYIN ?????????
66














? 49: ?????  = 0:363?? PY?????????????? g(r)



















? 50: ?????  = 0:275?? PY?????????







????????????? PYNACR? PYAR ???? 0:07????????????























? 51: ?????  = 0:363?? PY?????????
?????  = 0:363???????????????? ?????????+?PYAR
?4?PYAK?5 ?HNCIN ????????PYNACR?????????PYIN ???
?????????
?????? 3:212222, 2:910241, 2:864834, 2:507490, 2:709176,??? 2:058100????






????????h(r)?????? t^(k) = h^(k)   c^(k)???????????????








???? (r = )??? g(r)????????? PYNACR? PYAR??????????













??3???????????????????????c(r)? r = 1????????
???????????????????????????????
l(r) = A 0 < r < 1





































































??? k = 0????????????k? 0????? cos(k) ' 1  k2
2
,


























3.5.3 ????? h^(k) ?????
???????? h^(k),















? 52:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? h^(k)
????? 0:275???????????????? h^(k)??????????XSPTH
??? h^(k)???????XSF11??? h^(k)????h^(k)?????????????
c^(k)??Ornstein-Zernike ????????????h^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????






















? 53:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? h^(k)
????? 0:363???????????????? h^(k)??????????XSPTH
??? h^(k)???????XSF11??? h^(k)????h^(k)?????????????
c^(k)??Ornstein-Zernike ????????????h^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????







3.5.4 ?????? g(r) ??????????
XSPTH???XSF11?????????
















? 54:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:275???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????????
? ???????????????????? g(r)??????
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:46????
74
XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)???? g(r)?

















?????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:46????
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XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????????? g(r)?


























































? 58:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:363???????? g(r)????????????XSPTH???
g(r)???????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????
????? ???????????????????? g(r)??????
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?? ?????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34























? 59:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
????? 0:363???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH??
????XSF11????????????? ???????????????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:24?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:36????
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XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????????? g(r)?





































































? 62:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:419???????? g(r)????????????XSPTH???
g(r)???????????XSF11??? g(r)??????+???????????
????? ???????????????????? g(r)??????
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0 ? XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34























? 63:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
????? 0:419???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH??
????XSF11????????????? ???????????????????
???????? c(r)??????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:18??
??XSF11?? r0 = 1:30????
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XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????????? g(r)?
































































? 66:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)
?????  = 0:471???????? g(r)????????????XSPTH???
g(r)???????????XSF11??? g(r)??????????????????
????? ???????????????????? g(r)??????
g(r)? (g(r) = t(r) + c(r) + 1)??????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)
??????????????????3???????????????? t^(k)??
? 0 < k < 314???? 0.031416????????????????? t(r)????
0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????????????????? FFTW???
??????g(r)??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:46???????????????????????????

























? 67:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)????
????? 0:471???????? g(r)????????????????XSPTH??
????XSF11????????????? ???????????????????
???????? c(r)???????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:14?
???XSF11?? r0 = 1:24????
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XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????????? g(r)?




















































3.5.5 ?????? g(r) ?PY????????
XSPTH???XSF11???PY?????

















? 70: ?????  = 0:275?? XSPTH??,XSF11??,PY? g(r),(r)??????
??????????
?????  = 0:275???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)???????????PYNACR? g(r)????
??????????????????????? ???????? (MC)??????
?????? g(r)????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)??????????
????????3???????????????? t^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????
0.031416????????????????? t(r)???? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02
???????????????????? FFTW???????? [69]?g(r)???
??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?????? c(r)??????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:34????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:46????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?














? 71:  = 0:526( = 0:275)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????,(r)????????????????




















? 72:  = 0:526( = 0:275)?? XSPTH??? XSF11????????? g(),(r)?
???????????????
?????  = 0:275?? r = 1?? g(r)??????????? g()??????? 
? 1???????????????XSPTH?????????XSF11??????
??? PYNACR?????+???????? ????????? g()??????
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XSPTH???XSF11???PY?????



















? 73: ?????  = 0:363?? XSPTH??,XSF11??,PY? g(r),(r)??????
??????????
?????  = 0:363???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)???????????PYNACR? g(r)????
??????????????????????? ???????? (MC)??????
?????? g(r)????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)??????????
????????3???????????????? t^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????
0.031416????????????????? t(r)???? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02
???????????????????? FFTW???????? [69]?g(r)???
??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?????? c(r)??????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:24????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:36????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?

















? 74:  = 0:693( = 0:363)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????,(r)????????????????


























? 75:  = 0:693( = 0:363)?? XSPTH??? XSF11????????? g(),(r)?
???????????????
?????  = 0:363?? r = 1?? g(r)??????????? g()??????? 
? 1???????????????XSPTH?????????XSF11??????
??? PYNACR?????+???????? ????????? g()??????
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XSPTH???XSF11???PY?????





















? 76: ?????  = 0:419?? XSPTH??,XSF11??,PY? g(r),(r)??????
??????????
?????  = 0:419???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)???????????PYNACR? g(r)????
??????????????????????? ???????? (MC)??????
?????? g(r)????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)??????????
????????3???????????????? t^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????
0.031416????????????????? t(r)???? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02
???????????????????? FFTW???????? [69]?g(r)???
??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?????? c(r)??????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:18????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:30????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?


















? 77:  = 0:800( = 0:419)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????,(r)????????????????























? 78:  = 0:800( = 0:419)?? XSPTH??? XSF11????????? g(),(r)?
???????????????
?????  = 0:419?? r = 1?? g(r)??????????? g()??????? 
? 1???????????????XSPTH?????????XSF11??????
??? PYNACR?????+???????? ????????? g()??????
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XSPTH???XSF11???PY?????






















? 79: ?????  = 0:471?? XSPTH??,XSF11??,PY? g(r),(r)??????
??????????
?????  = 0:471???????? g(r)??????????XSPTH??? g(r)
?????????XSF11??? g(r)???????????PYNACR? g(r)????
??????????????????????? ???????? (MC)??????
?????? g(r)????????? 0  r < 1????? g(r)??????????
????????3???????????????? t^(k)??? 0 < k < 314????
0.031416????????????????? t(r)???? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02
???????????????????? FFTW???????? [69]?g(r)???
??? 0 < r < 200???? 0.02 ????????
?????? c(r)??????????????? r0?XSPTH?? r0 = 1:14????
XSF11?? r0 = 1:24????
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XSPT???XSF11?????????????????? g(r)?




















? 80:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSPTH???XSF11??? g(r)?????????
???????,(r)????????????????





























? 81:  = 0:900( = 0:471)?? XSPTH??? XSF11????????? g(),(r)?
???????????????
?????  = 0:471?? r = 1?? g(r)??????????? g()??????? 
? 1???????????????XSPTH?????????XSF11??????
??? PYNACR?????+???????? ????????? g()??????
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3.5.6 ??????????? (PY????? g(r) ???)
PY??? g(r)????4????????

















? 82: ????? 0:275?? PY?????
????? 0:275?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)



















? 83: ????? 0:275?? PY????????????????? g(r)?




 = 0:526( = 0:275)?
 1.5
 2









? 84: ????? 0:275?? PY?????????????? g(r)?


















? 85: ????? 0:275?? PY??????
?????0:275??g(r)?PY???g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??? h^(k)???













































? 87:  = 0.693????? 0:363?? PY?????
????? 0:363?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)



















? 88: ????? 0:363?? PY????????????????? g(r)?


















? 89: ????? 0:363?? PY?????????????? g(r)?





















? 90:  = 0.693????? 0:363?? PY??????
?????0:363??g(r)?PY???g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??? h^(k)???
???? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r)??????????? g(r)(PYNACR)




















































? 92:  = 0:800????? 0:419?? PY?????
????? 0:419?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)























? 93:  = 0:800????? 0:419?? PY??????
????? 0:419?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)
? r = 1????????????????????????
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PY??? g(r)????4???????























? 94:  = 0:900????? 0:471?? PY?????
????? 0:471?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)
? r = 1????????????????????????
PYAR,PYAK ,??????????????OZ??????????????????































? 95:  = 0:900????? 0:471?? PY??????
????? 0:471?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)
? r = 1????????????????????????
PYAR,PYAK ,??????????????OZ??????????????????





























? 96:  = 0:900????? 0:471?? PY?????
????? 0:471?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY???????????????????????????
??????????????? (PYIN)?????????????????????
??????????? r????? 0.01????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)
? r = 1????????????????????????
PYAR,PYAK ,PYNACR????????????????? 0:01????? PYNACR?
























? 97:  = 0:900????? 0:471?? PY??????
????? 0:471?? g(r)?PY??? g(r)???? (PYAR)????PY??????
? h^(k)??????? g(r)(PYAK)??????PY??? c(r) ?????????
?????????? c^(k)????? t^(k)? 3?????????????????
g(r)(PYNACR)????PY????????????????????????????
?????????????? (PYIN)??????????PYNACR? PYIN ?? c(r)
? 3?????????????????????? 3????????????? c(r)





















? 98:  = 0:693( = 0:363)?? PYin? g(r)???????????
??? ? 1?????????? r??????PYin1.0????????????
????????????????? 1.0 ?????????????? PYin0.1??
? 0.1?????PYin0.001??? 0.001?????PYin0.000001??? 0.000001??
????????????????????????????????? c(r)????
0 < r < 200 ???? 0:02????????????? c^(k)???? 0 < k < 314???
? 0:031416????????
r > ?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? PYnacr???????????0 < r < ???
?????????????? g(r) = 0??????????
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?????????????? r?????????????XSF11??? g(r)






















? 99:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSF11??? g(r)































? 100:  = 0:900( = 0:471)??XSF11??? g(r)???????
????????XSF11?????????*?PYNACR?????? X?XSPTH???
????????? +????????????????????XSF11???XSPTH






??? 0.037s 0.030s 3.340s
? 2: XSPTH???XSF11??? PYIN ????????
??????????????????????????????????????
100????????















? FMT [62]???????C2?? C2;XSPT-O ????? (??? 2?)???????
????XSPT???????????????? c2;XSPT-F????????????








?KH??????????????????????KH ??? 3D-RISM?? [71{73]
???? c(r)???????????? (w(r))?????????????? c(r)??
? 0 < r < r0???? HNC?????????????? w(r)??????????








?? r = 1??????????????????????????????????
??????????? PY????????????? r = ??????????
?????????????????XSF11?????????????????HNC
????????????????????? rst peak ??????????????
??????????? r > r0???????????????????PY?????
?OZ??????? g(r)?????????????????????? KH ???
?????HNC?????PY?????????????????XSF11?????
???????????????????????????????????PY???
? c(r) =  y(r); (r < )?????????????????? c(r) = 0; (r > )??
?????????????????????????????????????? c(r)
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???? 0.275,0.363,0.419???????? 4???????????????? 0.471
????? 7????????????XSPT???????????????????
????????????? 0.275????? 7?????????? 0.363?????
19?????????? 0.419????? 23?????????? 0.471 ????? 49
?????????XSF11???XSPTH?????????????????????
????????XSF11????????????????? g(r)??????? 0:275







????? ???????? (r < )???????????????? c(r)????
????????????????? ( < r < r0)?????????? c(r)?????
???????????? r?????? (r > r0)????????????XSPTH?
????????????????????? ln y(r)?XSPT???????????




?????????????????????????????????? ( < r < r0)
????????????????????????????????????????




























????????????????????????????????????? r = 
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? PY?????????????????
?????????? c(r)? r = ???????????????????????
????????????????????????PYNACR??????? 0:419(??
? 0:8) ????????????????????????????????????








??????????  = 0:471??????????????????PY?????






??????????????????????????? scaled particle theory??
???????????????????????????????? PVcore????





















??? PY???????? hPY (r)???????????????????????
?????????????PY??????? y(r)??? 1?????????? lny
? y??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
? ln y(r) = h(r)  c(r) + b(r) (4.1)
??????? 1???????????????????????????????
? y(r)  1 ' h(r)  c(r) + b(r) (4.2)
???????? r < ????
? y(r)  1 '  1  c(r) + b(r) (4.3)
????PY??????????????????PY????????b(r)? 0 ??
?? (b(r) = 0??????????y(r) =  c(r)????? PY??????????
???????????)
yPY (r)  1 '  1  cPY (r) ?? yPY (r) '  cPY (r)????




b(r) = , ???????
???????????????Theory of Simple Liquids?[2]?????
??? Stell? PY???????????????????????????????
?????????? [84]????????????????????????????
??? yPY ' 1??????????? y(r)??? 1???????????????
??????????r < ????? y?????????????????????
???? Stell??????????????????? r > ???????????
?? cPY (r) = 0 ??????????? c(r) = 0???? r > ; b(r) = 0??????
??????????????
? yPY (r)  1? ' yPY (r)  1  cPY (r) (4.4)
? cPY (r) = 0 (4.5)
PY???????? y(r)? 1????,c(r) = 0?????? b(r) = 0????
???y(r) = 1?????????????????????????????????
??????????
ln y(r) = h(r)  c(r) + b(r) (4.6)
ln y(r) = y(r)  1  c(r) + b(r) (4.7)
c(r) = b(r) (4.8)




cXSF11(r) = c(r)  b(r) (r < r0) (4.9)
cXSF11(r) = 0 (r > r
0) (4.10)
????yXSPT SF11(r)???????????r < r0 ??????????????
cXSF11(r)??????? b(r)???????????????????????? r > r0




??????????h(r) =  1 (r > ),? c(r) = 0 (r < )??????????
??????? PY???????????????????????tail??????
??????????c(r)? r > ????????????????????????
?? [85]?
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6.3 ????????? FFTW ???
6.3.1 1????????





















f(r) exp( ik?r) dr (6.7)
? (6.7)???? (? 102)?????????k ??????????
dr = r2 sin  d d dr (6.8)































































































kj = kj (6.18)
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????? (6.13)?? (6.14)???



























f(r) exp(ikr) dr =
Z 1
 1
f(r) cos(kr) dr + i
Z 1
 1
f(r) sin(kr) dr (6.22)




















Re cos(kr) dr + i
Z 1
 1
Re sin(kr) dr (6.25)
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6.3.5 ??????? 3??????????????









































10000  =100 = 0:02 (6.30)










in1 = (fftw_complex*) fftw_malloc(sizeof(fftw_complex) * N);
out1 = (fftw_complex*) fftw_malloc(sizeof(fftw_complex) * N);
*/
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?tw plan dft 1d??????????1????????????
/*
fftw_plan pp1;















1?????????????tw plan dft 1d???????
/*
fftw_plan pp2;
























































































(1 + f12)(1 + f13)(1 + f23)dr1dr2dr3 + : : :











(1 + f12 + f13 + f23 + f12f13 + f12f23 + f13f23 + f12f13f23)dr1dr2dr3 + : : :




















Uldr1 : : : drl)
???????????????























Uldr1 : : : drl)
3 + : : :











































































U3 = 3 +
U4 = 12 +4 +12 +3 +6 +














l =  kBT ln 
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B4 =  20b32 + 18b2b3   3b4
????????????





Vn(r1; : : : ; rn)dr1 : : : drn
??????????????????Vn????????????
V2(r1; r2) =
V3(r1; r2; r3) =
V4(r1; r2; r3; r4) = 3 +6 +
















































Theory of Simple Liquids ???????????? ?????? (?)





f + g = f ??? = f ??? g











































































????QN ??????HN ; VN ???????????????????????
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N (~ri) = 
2-particle distribution function ? radial distribution function
?????? (radial distribution function), g(r), ????????????????
????????????
g(r)  g(2)N (~r1; ~r2)
????r = j~r2   ~r1j
g(r)? r???????????????????????????????????
??????? 4r2??????????????????????????????
????????????
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